
UNICEF Digital Consultation on Girls’ Rights in the Latin American and 
Caribbean Region September-October 2020.
UNICEF commissioned report, "Equality for girls in Latin America and the Caribbean: 
towards a renewed area of special concern", December 2020.

UNICEF asked adolescent girls aged 14-18 what they would change if they 
were in CHARGE of in their country to create a more EQUAL future…

“I would make sure gender VIOLENCE issues are addressed beginning from PRIMARY education”

- URBAN ADOLESCENT GIRL,    15, ARGENTINA

“I would ensure more 
PROTECTION so that so many 
deaths and MURDERS of girls 
and women do not happen”

- URBAN ADOLESCENT 
  GIRL, 16, MEXICO

...OVER 1,400 GIRLS RESPONDED.
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KEY POLICY ISSUES

of girls and adolescents said 
governments are NOT working 
to improve the RIGHTS of girls 
and adolescents

95% 
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UNICEF asked adolescent girls aged 14-18 what they would change if they 
were in CHARGE of in their country to create a more EQUAL future…

...OVER 1,400 GIRLS RESPONDED.
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DREAMS OF A DIFFERENT FUTURE

would like to be INVITED to Parliament
/Congress/Assembly on a regular basis 
to express their CONCERNS and share solutions want to actively PARTICIPATE with 

decision-makers when they meet 
WR�GLVFXVV�LVVXHV�DƬHFWLQJ�JLUOV

said they would like to participate 
in regular online consultations 
about the girls’ rights and needs

51% 
76% 52% 

“We are the FUTURE of 
the nation, we need 
protection and a place in 
society! We have RIGHTS!

- URBAN ADOLESCENT GIRL, 16, BRAZIL

“We want a healthy and 

sustainable future, where girls 

are what we WANT to be”

- LGBTIQ+ RURAL, ADOLESCENT GIRL, 18, NICARAGUA
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- URBAN ADOLESCENT 

  GIRL, 15, BRAZIL

“...form a council led by children and 

adolescents to bring FRESH and important 

IDEAS to make healthy, safe and 

equitable policies.
”

UNICEF asked adolescent girls aged 14-18 what they would change if they 
were in CHARGE of in their country to create a more EQUAL future…

...OVER 1,400 GIRLS RESPONDED.
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POLICY CHANGES FOR A MORE EQUAL FUTURE. 
I WOULD...

“...make SEX EDUCATION a fundamental course in schools”
- URBAN ADOLESCENT GIRL, 14, PANAMA

“...have 
FREE
sanitary 
products in 

schools”

- URBAN ADOLESCENT GIRL, 

   16, CH
ILE

“...invest in campaigns to EDUCATE about contraceptives”
- URBAN ADOLESCENT GIRL,    17, BOLIVIA

“...put zones with FREE 
internet access in each 
zone of the country”

- URBAN ADOLESCENT GIRL, 17, COLOMBIA
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ELIMINATE VIOLENCE AND SEXUAL ABUSE 
AGAINST WOMEN AND GIRLS

- URBAN ADOLESCENT 

  GIRL, 15, BOLIVIA

“I would create a commission to provide 

follow-up and economic SUPPORT to all 

girls, adolescents and women who 

VXƬHUHG�SE
XUAL VIOLENCE”

“Abuse has become so NORMALISED 

in the FAMILY that the law is no 

longer applied”

- RURAL ADOLESCENT GIRL, 18, NICARAGUA

of adolescent girls said girls’ VOICES are NOT taken 
into account by governments when making 
SROLFLHV�DQG�GHFLVLRQV�WKDW�DƬHFW�WKHP

84% 

71% 

cited SEXUAL ABUSE (harassment, abuse, 
rape) against girls and adolescent girls as a 
major CONCERN they would tackle if they 
were the President or Head of State.

of all rape cases in the LAC region 
are committed against GIRLS & 
ADOLESCENT GIRLS (10-14) 

80% 

involve repeated rape
90% 
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ELIMINATING DISCRIMINATION

“Girls as a whole, especially those most 
DƬHFWHG�VXFK�DV�LQGLJHQRXV�DQG�EODFN�JLUOV��
ZKR�DUH�WKH�PRVW�DƬHFWHG�E\�LQHTXDOLW\��
VKRXOG�EH�/,67(1('�WR�PRUH�E\�VRFLHW\�DQG�
should have more RIGHTS to protect them”

- URBAN ADOLESCENT GIRL, 17, ECUADOR

- RURAL ADOLESCENT 

  GIRL, 18, BRAZIL

“I would promote EQUALITY in all dimensions. 

In many situations, adolescent girls are 

discriminated against, excluded as people 

who have no thoughts of the
ir own and 

no right to 
make their ow

n decisions”

of Afro-descendent girls

of Indigenous girls

of Mestiza girls

of Latina girls

of Trans girls

85% 

87% 

89% 

86% 

90% 

“I am treated unfairly and DISCRIMINATED against”


